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How do I know I can trust these reviews about Electrolux vacuum cleaners? How do I know I can trust these reviews about Electrolux vacuum cleaners? 2,641,277 reviews on ConsumerAffairs have been verified. We need contact information to make sure our reviewers are real. We use intelligent software that helps us maintain the
integrity of reviews. Our moderators read all reviews to confirm quality and helpfulness. For more information on reviews ConsumerAffairs.com please visit our FAQ. Melva of Victoria, Texas Verified Reviewer Original review: May 7, 2020I have this vacuum for 30 years, love it. Bought it when I was fifty and now I am 83 years old have
allergies and like the filters in it. I have used it on the ceiling, clean indoors and outdoors, made a leaf blower outside with the air outlet, cleaned gutters, cleaned air filters. I use it in my garage. Diana by Hewitt, Texas Verified Reviewer Original review: May 4, 2020I have been using the Electrolux brand for 45 plus years. Mine is a
container style with multiple attachments plus the separate attachment for furniture and the separate carpet attachment with its own engine. The wands make it easy to reach high places or to make plinths. I can always count on its performance and durability. It has excellent suction in removing animal hair, large and small particles plus
dust. Mine is equipped 2 hepa filters plus an inverted mode to blow. Judy by Knob Noster, MO Verified Reviewer Original review: April 28, 2020Love my vacuum. No pulling around in a heavy portable machine. I have a three-level house, the compounds conveniently located throughout the 4,700 m² house. I even have what's called vac-
pans at baseboard level as you just kick open with your toe and it sucks dirt and dirt down. Good suction with multi-level power speeds. Marie of Forest Hills, NY Verified Reviewer Original review: April 23, 2020Electrolux has always been a good name. It's a dunking vacuum. The only downside is that it is heavy and a little cumbersome to
move around. I like the fact that it has a bag and is not bagless. It was a gift from my daughter. I think if I had bought it by myself, I would have gone for a lighter model. All in all, it picks up everything, including cat hair.J. by Macon, GA Verified Reviewer Original review: December 18, 2019I would avoid Upright's period - just watch out for
them, hard to repair; (plastic part break), but understands easy to store, etc. I repaired Electrolux vacuum cleaners for over a year, I have extensive experience in electrical engineering. Had an NCEEES log. The weakness of the old style Electrolux Before Arius or whatever (sold door to door) is the electrical connection of the hose - it
eventually wears out due to normal use - the snake 30 years ago cost $40.00 plus. They will eventually I suppose be I bypassed this, set a default standard plug and cord on the power nozzle, and just connected the power nozzle to an extension cord to an outlet not vacuum, recently took the engine apart - a bag was defective, the engine
was in excellent condition. The only improvement in engines is they now use rare earth mineral, so they can be smaller, and just as powerful. I won't go into detail about this, look it up, rare earth minerals in magnets, and motors. The cannies and engine are built like a brick outhouse, it will last for decades if one does not vacuum liquids
and the engine is dismantled and cleaned if a bag breaks (wet bag). I saw several vacuum cleaners that had the engine replace with a NON OEM engine - basically micky mouse, weight was signficiantly smaller than the OEM engine, which is still available for about $100 on eBay or Amazon. Using original maybe OEM Bags, the bags
typically at your grocery store only have two layers of filter, one external, one internal, the OEM bag has four interior filters, liners or whatever. Read the full review Eliza of Porter Ranch, CA Verified Reviewer Original review: May 8, 2020Fantifying, sturdy vacuum that has incredible cleaning suction. Downsize it is very heavy and hard to
carry on top and it is complicated to put on attachments. Also uses bags, unlike Dyson, but Dyson doesn't have enough suction. Judy by Marlboro, NJ Verified Reviewer Original review: May 6, 2020I own two of these machines. They have been excellent artists and would highly recommend them. They are reliable and long lasting. The
accessories work satisfactorily on stairs and runners. They are a pleasure to own and need very little maintenance. SVETLANA in New York, NY Verified Reviewer Original reviewer review: April 29, 2020I is extremely pleased with electrolux vacuum cleaner. This vacuum cleaner is powerful and still very quiet when in use. Would be better
if it came with several other attachments, so to be able to vacuum sofas and such. Laura of Ocala, FL Verified Reviewer Original review: April 26, 2020This vac is the best. It gets close to the wall. It is bagless and not as noisy as some. The quality of the parts and prices and well designed for easy use. Wonderful pet hair collection. Easy
container to empty and wash. Scherry by Payson, Arizona Verified Reviewer Original reviewer original review: July 12, 2019 The only negative points are the lifetime of the brush accessory and Velcro on the small brushless attachment. Both wear out quickly. Also, all attachments have a proprietary form, and only those manufactured by
Electrolux can be used. Next Great Suction PowerSuperb to remove deeply embedded dirt particlesSuperb to remove pet hair from carpetsExt. Electrolux UltraSilencer Delux EL7066 did particularly well when cleaning bare floors and removing pet hair from carpets. Additionally, it performed well at cleaning embedded-dirt particles from
carpets. Perhaps the most notable feature of this container, though, is its incredibly quiet engine. Consumers also had the option to operate vacuum from the handle or use their feet to power the device. Vacuum also has adjustable suction power, which means you can increase or decrease the vac's pull based on the delicacy of the
surface cleaned (less suction for sheer curtains, more for heavy padding). electrolux.com. Manufacturer's warranty: Limited three years for full coverage, seven years for engine. Reviewed: September 2010Price When reviewed: $699.00 This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported to this page to help users
provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Done well at picking up deep-down dirt particles from carpetsGreat at sucking up dirt from bare floorsGreat on removing pet hair from carpetsDidn't topple in any direction, when using hosnPoor air power on the hoseVery
heavy - hard to carry up and down stairs (22.6 lbs) Electrolux Versatility EL8502 performed very well when it came to removing dirt from carpets and flooring surfaces. It was also excellent for removing pet hair from plush blankets, and not tip in any direction when the snake was used. Despite its excellent performance, it was a heavy
vacuum (definitely not the one to lug up and down the stairs) and had poor suction power when using the hose (not great for cleaning up furniture and inside crevices). But if floors on a level of your home are your biggest concern, it will suit you just fine. electrolux.com Type: Upright Vacuum Manufacturer's Warranty: Limited Two Years
Reviewed: September 2010Price When Reviewed: $299.99 This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Good at removing pet hair from carpet and dirt from bare floorsE to
collectEasy to empty dust containerDidn't tip over when you expand the hose Washable filterHelpful customer serviceLow air performance when using the attachment toolsD't maneuver easily around furniture Courtesy of Electrolux The innovative Electrolux Precision Brusher not only , but it also helps prevent hair from getting tangled
around the brushroll using its Brushroll Clean blade. Vacuum also performed quite well at getting deep into plush carpets to remove dirt. While the unit did not overturn when the hose was extended, its air performance at not high. It was also one of the models in our tests. Measured energy consumption: 0.01 kwh/ min Manufacturer's
warranty: 5 years limited weight: 15 pounds Reviewed: May 2013Price When reviewed: $349.99 This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Based on 7,882 analyzed user
reviews NerdWallet Shopping's scoring of the best Dyson vacuum cleaners is based on our analysis of opinions from experts and shoppers like you. We recognize that consumers are looking for different qualities in vacuum cleaners, so we scored users' observations on several features of Dyson's top models, including their performance
on the carpet and hard surfaces. It's not easy to pick a vacuum. We examined some of the most popular Dyson models on the market to make your decision less confusing. To narrow the field, we looked at expert opinions from review sites such as The Sweethome, CNET and Good Housekeeping. Next, we analyzed user reviews to see
what shoppers said about the different attributes for each vacuum. . Here are our best choices, ranked in order of the overall score. Vacuum cleaners 1. Dyson V6 Motorhead Ranked as our top-rated stick vacuum, the powerful Dyson V6 Enginehead allows you to use it as a stick - with up to 20 minutes of powerful suction and a direct-
drive cleaner head - or convert it into a hand vac, able to clean effectively in small spaces. NerdWallet is a free tool to find you the best credit cards, CD rates, savings, checking accounts, scholarships, health care and airlines. Start here to maximize your rewards or minimize your interest rates. Judy McGuire Overall score: 9.3How well it
cleans: 10.0Ease of use: 9.0 Buyers Like Cleans carpets and hard floors just as well Great on the stairs Slipper of pet hair Buyers Dislike Short Battery Life Cleanup can be messy Read our full Dyson V6 Motorhead review 2. Dyson DC65 Animal The powerful, bagless upright Dyson DC65 Animal comes with a variety of attachments,
including a stair tool, a tangle-free turbine and several different brushes to clean carpets, stairs and hard floors easily and efficiently. NerdWallet is a free tool to find you the best credit cards, CD rates, savings, checking accounts, scholarships, health care and airlines. Start here to maximize your rewards or minimize your interest rates.
Judy McGuire Overall score: 9.2How well it cleans: 9.4Ease of use: 8.7 Buyers Like Great for hardwood, tiles and carpeted floors Excellent on pet hair Buyers Dislike Heavy and cumbersome Not very durable Turbine tools are noisy Read our full Dyson DC65 Animal review 3. The Dyson V6 Dyson V6 is a powerful, Stick vac that excels at
everything from hardwood and carpet performance to pet hair removal. NerdWallet is a free tool to find you the best credit card, CD CD savings, account checks, scholarships, healthcare and airlines. Start here to maximize your rewards or minimize your interest rates. Judy McGuire Overall score: 9.0How well it cleans: 9.8Ease of use:
9.2 Buyers Like on hard flooring and carpeting Picks up pet hair effectively Great on stairs Buyers Don't like Relatively short charging A little noisy 4. Dyson Ball Multifloor Upright The upright Dyson Ball Multi Floor (formerly the Dyson DC65 Multi Floor) is easily maneuvered through the home, boasting powerful suction, a self-adjusting
cleaner head, and an instant-release wand for cleaning hard-to-reach hooks and hooks. NerdWallet is a free tool to find you the best credit cards, CD rates, savings, checking accounts, scholarships, health care and airlines. Start here to maximize your rewards or minimize your interest rates. Judy McGuire Overall score: 9.0How well it
cleans: 8.4Ease of use: 8.9 Buyers Like Fantastic on the stairs Excellent on hard floors Buyers Don't like great on plush carpets Missing Dyson's tangle-free turbine tool for effective pet hair removal 5. Dyson DC40 Origin The bagless upright Dyson DC40 Origin has a self-adjusting cleaner head, making it easy to move between different
surfaces. The ball technology Dyson is known for makes it easy to steer into narrow spaces. NerdWallet is a free tool to find you the best credit cards, CD rates, savings, checking accounts, scholarships, health care and airlines. Start here to maximize your rewards or minimize your interest rates. Judy McGuire Overall score: 8.5How well
it cleans: 7.6Ease of use: 8.3 Buyers Like Lightweight and easy to maneuver About equally effective on carpets and hard floors Dust container is easy to clean Buyers Dislike Bath on stairs Ineffective on pet hair 6. Dyson Cinetic Big Ball Animal + Allergy The last vacuum on the list, the upright Dyson Cinetic Big Ball Animal + Allergy, has
a powerful brush bar, an easily removable hose and wand for the awkward job, and filterless technology so it never loses suction. NerdWallet is a free tool to find you the best credit cards, CD rates, savings, checking accounts, scholarships, health care and airlines. Start here to maximize your rewards or minimize your interest rates. Judy
McGuire Overall score: 8.5How well it cleans: 9.0Ease of use: 5.8 Buyers Like Lightweight and easy to maneuver About just as effective on carpets and hard floors The dust container is easy to clean Buyers Dislike Bath on stairs Ineffective on pet hair Our score ranges from a low of 1 to a high of 10. Here's how we devised them: Overall
score: The overall score reflects reviewers satisfaction with each vacuum in 10 categories, including how well it cleans across different surfaces, ease of use, durability and noise. How good it is This score reflects reviewers' satisfaction with the vacuum's performance on the carpet carpet hard floors, including hardwood, bare, tiles and
vinyl. It also considers their satisfaction with Dyson's ability to clean up pet hair and dirt. Ease of use: This score reflects the satisfaction of reviewers with the vacuum's ability to maneuver, including its weight and cord length; the process of emptying or cleaning it and whether it was considered easy to operate. For more vacuum buying
advice, check out: NerdWallet's vacuum buying guide For more vacuum roundups, check out: Compare other popular vacuum cleaners here: Top picture via iStock. Istock.
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